

















Hanns R. Neumann Stiftung
• Collective Action Network Climate Smart 
Agriculture
• Online learning series
• Understanding climate change
• Questions and answers
Let’s discuss today
By using 
To place your questions 
and get feedback 
from to the panelists
1. Click on “Raise Hand” button
If you want to 
comment or ask 
questions
2. Use the Q&A box
This session is being 
recorded for archive 
purposes 
To avoid undesired 
background noises. 
But you can always ask 
to speak! 





• Coffee farmers to adapt and build resilience towards 




• Coffee sector partners to formulate concrete action in 




GCP partners in 2018
www.allianceforresilientcoffee.org
Alliance for Resilient Coffee Climate Catalogue
v
Some of your thoughts on what to 
get out of the Learning Series
“Partnerships and practices to scale up CSA initiatives in coffee sector”
“Improve my knowledge to share with stakeholders and get more 
information to support my point of view with them.”
“Hear from other experts on cutting edge strategies, technical & 
financial models, and opportunities for collaboration.” 
“A better understanding of what diverse possibilities there are to 
actively address this issue, and a functional network with whom 
climate change and its implications can be tackled.“
Some activities on climate change
“We consider it a significant risk. We address the risk through diversity 
of our supply base, funding for varietal R&D, and support for 
farmers to adopt climate-smart agricultural practices.”
“Develop climate catalogue, partner with others to innovate and 
develop upscaling models” 
“We will conduct scientific research trials to better define our possible 
contribution to adaptation” 
“I believe climate risk is one of the most substantial elements facing 
the industry. Our organization currently has many direct relationships 
with producers in which we broadly discuss the threat, but I don't 
believe we integrate climate discussion or solutions as much as we 
should.”
Objectives of the Learning Series
Understand climate change 
Plan, implement, and scale effective CSA 
Learn how to assess your supply chain risks
Convey the value of investment in CSA
Align your actions
Join concrete action
Path to Collective Action 
Understanding climate change
How is climate change affecting my supply chain?
How can I scale up CSA?
How do I know my investment in CSA is working?
How can I convince my company and others to invest in 
CSA?
How can I manage the effects climate 
change is having on my supply chain?
How can collaboration work? Bringing action to origin!
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THE FEED THE FUTURE 




Increase uptake of Climate Smart Agriculture by:
Generating public goods, including knowledge products and tools like:  
Country climate risk profile, on-farm climate vulnerability survey, etc
Investigating and sharing innovative ways to mainstream and scale CSA 
within business as usual
Offering CSA piloting opportunities in Guatemala, Honduras and Uganda, 
with ways for different coffee sector actors to get involved
Aligning internally on what CSA is, from plot to policy, to provide unified, 





Climate Risk Analysis CSA Implementation Testing & Research
CLIMATE SMART 
COFFEE
The world is warming. 
The rate of global warming is uneven.
Global rainfall is increasing.
The world is experiencing more extreme 
weather.
any significant change in climate that lasts for an extended 
period of time (typically decades) due to natural variability or 
human activity
Weather atmospheric conditions at a particular place (air temp/ 
pressure, humidity, wind speed, cloudiness, precipitation)





variations in the current state of the climate (the amount of 
rainfall received from year to year; includes droughts, floods, 




can be caused by a change in land use and can exacerbate 
local climate conditions and extremes.
Climate 
hazards
potentially damaging weather events or phenomena 
(increasing temperatures, changes in rainfall patterns, more 
intense/frequent extreme storms, floods, wind, droughts)
Climate 
impact
the effects of climate change in natural or human systems
Global 
warming
increase in average global temperature





severity of El Niño/La 
Niña events
Increased frequency of 




CLIMATE EFFECTS IN HONDURAS








Impact on coffee 
production





45% of area potentially suitable under 
current conditions may become 
unsuitable even with adaptation
20% will require substantial 
adaptation to improve resilience
35% will only require incremental 
adaptation to improve resilience  






Productivity: to increase agricultural 
productivity & incomes from crops, livestock 
and fish, without negatively impacting the 
environment
Adaptation: to reduce exposure of farmers 
to short-term risks, while strengthening their 
resilience to adapt and prosper in the face 
of shocks and longer-term stresses
Mitigation: to reduce or remove 
greenhouse gases 
Climate Smart Agriculture is 
“agriculture that sustainably 
increases productivity, 
enhances resilience (adaptation), 
reduces/removes GHGs (mitigation) 
where poss ble and enhances 
achiev ment of national food 
security and develop ent 
goals”(FAO).
WHAT DOES CSA LOOK LIKE?
Practices…
…supported by actors on- and off-farm to establish conditions 
needed to implement CSA strategies and to adopt CSA practices
…implemented on-farm to adapt to current climate variability
…implemented on- and off-farm, within the cooperative, 
community or supply chain, that adapt to current climate 






















Adaptation Tree Height Tree Width
Bags of 60kg 
gb/ha
Quality Income USD
A Control 1.3 1.0 5.4 Estándar/78 704
B Brachiaria Ruziziensis 1.6 1.3 11.0 Estándar/79 1,430
C Brachiaria Ruziziensis y  Gandul 1.7 1.3 16.5 HB (Duro)/80 2,295
THINGS CAN BE TURNED AROUND
WHAT DOES CSA LOOK LIKE?
Practices…
CSA extension, weather 
stations for better 
forecasting
Cover crops, fertilizers 
Organic matter 










Crop insurance, access to 




Developing new value chains 
for new cash crop systems
Switch to Robusta
Move away from coffee 
farming, or farming 
altogether
COMPANY INVESTMENT IN 
CLIMATE SMART 
AGRICULTURE 
















Company roles in smallholder adaptation
1. Direct Service Providers: Providing in-depth, direct 
farmer services
2. Collaborators: Sharing the task of service provision via 
collaboration
3. Catalysts: Sparking action in the sector level 
Private Sector Consultation on Climate Smart Agriculture
Challenges to CSA Investment
• What is “climate smart”?
• Information needs to be easily accessible and usable
• Analytics and tools need to be targeted and simple
• Role of industry is critical but not complete 
• Ongoing engagement and collaboration is critical for 
practice change
• Profitability comes first
• Farmer adoption is difficult
















Steps to Addressing 
Climate Change
Olam in Uganda
















Olam provides direct services to farmers and 











1950 1989 2015 2030
Demand in mln 60kg bags
2% annual growth 
rate
2,13% annual growth rate
Source: NKG – Milano EXPO by MRN
Future of Coffee
Resources
For more information, check out these resources: 
CCAFs Climate-Smart Agriculture 101 website
CIAT, Green Line Consulting, IITA and Sustainable Food Lab, 2017:
Private Sector Consultation on Climate Smart Agriculture
Feed the Future Alliance for Resilient Coffee website
Initiative for coffee&climate Sourcebook, 2015: Climate Change Adaptation in Coffee 
Production
Root Capital and Sustainable Food Lab, 2018: Introduction to Measuring Smallholder 
Resilience in Agriculture Supply Chains 
Questions 
Do you have any questions, please?
Please raise your hand or post them in the Q&A box.
Next Modules Duration: 75 minutes per moduleTime: 3pm CEST | 9am EDT | 6am PDT
Understanding climate change
How is climate change affecting
my supply chain?
How can I scale up CSA?
How do I know my 
investment in CSA is working?
How can I convince my company and 
others to invest in CSA?
How can I manage the effects climate 
change is having on my supply chain?
How can collaboration work? 






















CSA Learning SeriesLink to
Participants of the Learning Series, Module 1
Lieke Guinee Agri-Logic
Marie-Lisa Schmitz ALDI SÜD
Pablo Fernandez Kolb CIAT
João Paulo Costa Rodrigues Coocacer Araguari
Daniel Oryem Ecom Trading
Katrien Delaet EFICO
Dorien Van Dun EFICO NV
Lina Alejandra Lozano Expocafé S.A.
Pedro Gonzalez FNC
Susan Macdonald Global Bright Futures
Kerstin Linne Green Line Consulting
Jan von Enden HRNS North America
Jesus Alvarado ICADE
Jenny Kwan
IDH Sustainable Trade 
Initiative
Tharic Galuchi Imaflora




Shannon Higgins Mother Parkers Tea & Coffee
Marcus Laws NCBA CLUSA
Igor Motar Nestlé
Pablo Alvear Rikolto
Thomas Delbar Supremo 




Curt Reintsma USAID 
Pablo Ramirez Winrock International 





















How is climate change
affecting my supply chain?
12. June 2018
Mark Lundy
Theme Lead, Sustainable Food Systems 







Hanns R. Neumann Stiftung
Moderators
Module 2: How is climate change affecting my supply chain?
• Online Learning Series
• Understanding Risk Profiles
• Questions and Answers
Let’s discuss today
By using 
To place your questions 
and get feedback 
from to the panelists
1. Click on “Raise Hand” button
If you want to 
comment or ask 
questions
2. Use the Q&A box
This session is being 
recorded for archive 
purposes 
To avoid undesired 
background noises. 
But you can always ask 
to speak! 
3. We will silence your mic 4. Remember
GCP partners in 2018
www.allianceforresilientcoffee.org
Alliance for Resilient Coffee Climate Catalogue
Objectives of the Learning Series
Understand climate change 
Plan, implement, and scale effective CSA 
Learn how to assess your supply chain risks
Convey the value of investment in CSA
Align your actions
Join concrete action
Path to Collective Action 
Understanding climate change
How is climate change affecting my supply chain?
How can I scale up CSA?
How do I know my investment in CSA is working?
How can I convince my company and others to invest in 
CSA?
How can I manage the effects climate 
change is having on my supply chain?
How can collaboration work? Bringing action to origin!














































Theme Lead, Sustainable Food Systems 
International Centre for Tropical Agriculture
Module 2: How is climate change affecting my supply chain?
2. How is climate 
change affecting 
my supply chain?
3. How can I 
manage the 
effects climate 
change is having 
on my supply 
chain?
6. How can I 
convince my 
company and 
others to invest in 
CSA?
4. How can I scale 
up CSA?
5. How do I know 
if my investment in 
CSA is working?
7. How can 
collaboration 




and the coffee 
sector
Learn more about the tools and resources available to assess risk and 
resilience in your supply chain and how to use them for decision-making.
WHERE WE ARE IN THE WEBINAR SERIES
How is climate change affecting my supply 
chain?
1. Understand how climate change is already 
affecting coffee production
2. Understand risk profiles and climate suitability 
maps and how they can be used
3. Understand how to determine farmer resilience in 
your supply chain 































Increased pests and 
diseases




Pest and disease 
pressure
Aging trees





Ovalle-Rivera O, Läderach P, Bunn C, Obersteiner M, Schroth G (2015) Projected Shifts in Coffea arabica Suitability among Major 
Global Producing Regions Due to Climate Change. PLoS ONE 10(4): e0124155. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0124155 
http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=info:doi/10.1371/journal.pone.0124155
We are already seeing impacts


In Tanzania, every 1°C 
increase reduces yields 
by 137 kg/ha

Climate trends vary by 
space and time
• Precipitation more 
extreme throughout the 
year




Climate change impacts are here now.
Climate change varies over space & 
time. This means tailored adaptation 
strategies.
Projections based on business as usual 
(e.g. no action).
So, what can we do?

Map the impact gradient to understand the risk of climate 
change over time 
Today 2050s 2030
• Temperatures will 
continue to increase
• Precipitation 
changes differ by 
region and global 
climate models are 
uncertain
• Coffee is currently produced under good 
climatic conditions
• We can learn from these locations and 
evaluate future data
• Machine learning approach:
– Complex climate data
– Missing climate data
– Insufficient coffee physiological 
knowledge













BIO 1 Annual mean temperature
BIO 2 Mean diurnal range (mean of monthly (max temp - min temp)
BIO 3 Isothermality (BIO2/BIO7) (*100)
BIO 4 Temperature seasonality (standard deviation *100)
BIO 5 Max temperature of warmest month
BIO 6 Min temperature of coldest month
BIO 7 Temperature annual range (BIO5-BIO6)
BIO 8 Mean temperature of wettest quarter
BIO 9 Mean temperature of driest quarter
BIO 10 Mean temperature of warmest quarter










BIO 12 Annual precipitation
BIO 13 Precipitation of wettest month
BIO 14 Precipitation of driest month
BIO 15 Precipitation seasonality (coefficient of variation)
BIO 16 Precipitation of wettest quarter
BIO 17 Precipitation of driest quarter
BIO 18 Precipitation of warmest quarter
BIO 19 Precipitation of coldest quarter
BIO 20 Number of consecutive months < 40mm precipitation
• A forest is an ensemble of trees. 
The trees are all slightly different 
from one another.
• The output is the mean 
classification 
• Very robust against overfitting
Is the precipitation high?









Incremental adaptation where climate 
is most likely to remain suitable and adaption 
will be achieved by a change of practices and 
ideally improved strategies and enablers
Transformational adaptation 
where climate is likely to make coffee 
production unfeasible, will require a focus on 
strategic change and adequate enablers as 
practices alone may be uneconomical
Systemic adaptation where climate is 
most likely to remain suitable but with 
substantial stress through comprehensive 
change of practices accompanied by changes 













Climate Smart Agriculture endeavors to improve the integration of agriculture 
development and climate responsiveness
• It’s not about starting from scratch; it’s about 
reevaluating what you’re doing with a climate 
lens. 
• With multiple goals, there will be trade-offs to 
manage.
• CSA must be context-specific.
• Vulnerable groups, incl. women, are 






es implemented on-farm to 
adapt to current climate 
variability (and to a 








implemented on- and 
off-farm, within the 
producer organization, 
community or supply 
chain, that adapt to 





rs supported by actors on-
and off-farm to establish 
the conditions needed to 
implement CSA strategies 
and to adopt CSA 
practices






• Choosing resilient 
varieties




• Weather stations 
• Innovations in payment 
terms to promote CSA 
WHAT DOES CSA LOOK LIKE IN PRACTICE?
CSA extension, weather stations 
for better forecasting, carbon 
insetting, incentives for process & 
quality
Cover crops, fertilizers 
Organic matter management 
within the farm, conservation of 
riparian areas
Crop insurance (drought, hail), 
access to finance to support 
adaptation, carbon insetting
Irrigation, novel varieties, novel soil 
management
On-farm diversification (e.g. new 
crops for subsistence or commercial 
use), different processing methods
Developing new value chains for 
new cash crop systems
Switch to Robusta or 
other crops





Incremental Change Systemic Change Transformative Change
INCREMENTAL CHANGE
Organic matter management 





CSA adapted extension services, 
improved processing & post 
harvest, access to adapted 
germplasm
Quality differentials, cupping labs, 
CSA credit (R&R), access to 
adapted germplasm (WCR), 




Price differentials, access to 






differentials, earmarks for 
WCR, information & 
knowledge management, 
transparent trade & 
payment processes
CSA extension, weather stations 
for better forecasting, carbon 





Good governance, transparent 
pricing & payment mechanisms, 
extension & credit
Good governance, transparent 
pricing & payment mechanisms
Traceability, transparent 
pricing & payment 
mechanisms
Cover crops, fertilizers, 
GAP 
SYSTEMIC CHANGE
CSA adapted extension services, 
low-water processing, access to 
adapted germplasm, product 
diversification
Adapted germplasm (WCR), 
weather stations information, 
knowledge management, crop 
insurance (drought, hail), access 
to finance to support adaptation
Good governance, transparent 
pricing & payment mechanisms, 
extension & credit
Process-based differentiation 
(i.e. voluntary certifications),  
carbon insetting, volume 
incentives
Access to adapted germplasm 
(WCR), information, knowledge 
management, crop insurance 
(drought, hail), access to 
finance to support adaptation
Good governance, transparent 
pricing & payment mechanisms
Process-based differentiation 
(i.e. voluntary certifications),  
carbon insetting
Earmarks for WCR, 
information & knowledge 
management, transparent 
trade & payment 
processes, carbon insetting
Traceability, transparent 
pricing & payment 
mechanisms
Irrigation, novel varieties, novel 
soil management
On-farm diversification (e.g. 
new crops for subsistence or 
commercial use), different 
processing methods
Crop insurance (drought, hail), 









Switch to robusta, better 
adapted non-coffee crops
Diversify livelihood strategies 
away from farming or out of 
farming entirely
Identify new crop options, provide 
access to technologies and 
training,  build new commercial 
relationships
Market information, 
commercial contacts with non-
coffee buyers, access to 
adapted production 
technologies, credit and crop 
insurance
Good governance, transparent 
pricing & payment 
mechanisms, extension & 
credit for non-coffee crops
Identify new commercially 
viable crops to replace coffee
Market information, 
commercial contacts with non-
coffee buyers
Good governance, transparent 
pricing & payment 




Information on other viable 
coffee regions for quantity 
and quality requirements
Traceability, transparent 
pricing & payment 
mechanisms for declining / 
disappearing coffee 
production
Developing new value 









Take action now to minimize impacts.
Combine scientific insights with business 
incentives along the value chain.
Partnerships are critical.
Resilience is a long-term process.
2. How is climate 
change affecting 
my supply chain?
3. How can I 
manage the 
effects climate 
change is having 
on my supply 
chain?
6. How can I 
convince my 
company and 
others to invest in 
CSA?
4. How can I scale 
up CSA?
5. How do I know 
if my investment in 
CSA is working?
7. How can 
collaboration 




and the coffee 
sector
Learn about the tools, training materials and resources that support implementation 
of climate smart agriculture at the farm level, and the research that underpins them.
WHERE WE’RE HEADED
Resources
Bunn C, Castro F, Lundy M (2017) The impact of climate change on coffee production in Central America. San Pedro Sula, 
Honduras
Bunn C, Läderach P, Ovalle Rivera O, Kirschke D (2015a) A bitter cup: climate change profile of global production of Arabica and 
Robusta coffee. Climatic Change 129:89–101. doi: 10.1007/s10584-014-1306-x
Bunn C, Läderach P, Pérez Jimenez JG, et al (2015b) Multiclass Classification of Agro-Ecological Zones for Arabica Coffee: An 
Improved Understanding of the Impacts of Climate Change. PLOS ONE 10:e0140490. doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0140490
Ovalle-Rivera O, Läderach P, Bunn C, et al (2015) Projected Shifts in Coffea arabica Suitability among Major Global Producing 
Regions Due to Climate Change. PLOS ONE 10:e0124155. doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0124155
Schroth G, Läderach P, Blackburn Cuero DS, et al (2015) Winner or loser of climate change? A modeling study of current and 






Next Modules Duration: 75 minutes per moduleTime: 3pm CEST | 9am EDT | 6am PDT
Understanding climate change
How is climate change affecting
my supply chain?
How can I scale up CSA?
How do I know my 
investment in CSA is working?
How can I convince my company and 
others to invest in CSA?
How can I manage the effects climate 
change is having on my supply chain?
How can collaboration work? 























Particpants in Module 2
Lieke Guinee Agri-Logic
Katharina von Knobloch ALDI SüD
Carolin Ehrensperger Bernhard Rothfos
Pablo Fernandez Kolb CIAT
Fernando Rodriguez-Camayo CIAT 
Peter Baker Climate Edge
Joel Castro COHONDUCAFE 
Daniele COSA
Elena Serfilippi COSA
Lina Alejandra Lozano Expocafé S.A.
Elsebeth Nordlund Fairtrade America 
Pedro Gonzalez FNC
Susan Macdonald Global Bright Futures
Kerstin Linne Green Line Consulting
Tessa Meulensteen IDH
Jenny Kwan IDH Sustainable Trade Initiative
Lydia Namutebi Kawacom Uganda Limited
ASELE BENJAMIN KAWACoM UGNADA LIMITED
Philip von der Goltz List + Beisler GmbH
Nora Johnson Massimo Zanetti Beverage USA
Marcus Laws NCBA CLUSA
Marcelo Burity Nestle
Wouter De Smet Nestle ZAOA
Lars Wehmeier Niehoffs Kaffeerösterei GmbH
Brenda Makona Olam Tanzania Limited
Angela pelaez Rgc coffee
Napoleon Molina Rikolto
Dominique Mvunabandi Severe Weather Consult Ltd
Solidaridad Colombia Solidaridad
samuel.ricardo@supracafe.com SUPRACAFE



















How can I manage the 
effects climate change is 
having on my supply chain?
28. June 2018
Danielle Knueppel




Hanns R. Neumann Stiftung
Module 3: How can I manage the effects climate change is 
having on my supply chain?
Caroline Glowka
Global Coffee Platform
• Understanding how to manage effects of 
climate change
• Status of latest research
• Tools
• Farming practices
• Questions and Answers
Let’s discuss today
By using 
To place your questions 
and get feedback 
from to the panelists
1. Click on “Raise Hand” button
If you want to 
comment or ask 
questions
2. Use the Q&A box
This session is being 
recorded for archive 
purposes 
To avoid undesired 
background noises. 
But you can always ask 
to speak! 
3. We will silence your mic 4. Remember
GCP partners in 2018
www.allianceforresilientcoffee.org
Alliance for Resilient Coffee Climate Catalogue
Objectives of the Learning Series
Understand climate change 
Plan, implement, and scale effective CSA 
Learn how to assess your supply chain risks
Convey the value of investment in CSA
Align your actions
Join concrete action
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Module 3: How can I manage the effects climate change is 
having on my supply chain?
2. How is climate 
change affecting 
my supply chain?
3. How can I 
manage the 
effects climate 
change is having 
on my supply 
chain?
6. How can I 
convince my 
company and 
others to invest in 
CSA?
4. How can I scale 
up CSA?
5. How do I know 
if my investment in 
CSA is working?
7. How can 
collaboration 




and the coffee 
sector
Learn about the tools, training materials and research that support the 
implementation of climate smart agriculture at the farm level.
WHERE WE’RE AT
How can I manage the effects climate change is having on my 
supply chain? 
• Understand the challenges in managing the effects of climate 
variability and climate change at the farm level. 
• Understand research currently being conducted on CSA practices 
and strategies, including on resilient varieties










es implemented on-farm to 
adapt to current climate 
variability (and to a 








implemented on- and 
off-farm, within the 
producer organization, 
community or supply 
chain, that adapt to 





rs supported by actors on-
and off-farm to establish 
the conditions needed to 
implement CSA strategies 
and to adopt CSA 
practices






• Choosing resilient 
varieties




• Weather stations 
• Innovations in payment 
terms to promote CSA 
WHAT DOES CSA LOOK LIKE IN PRACTICE?
CSA extension, weather stations 
for better forecasting, carbon 
insetting, incentives for process & 
quality, etc
Cover crops, fertilizers, etc
Organic matter management 
within the farm, conservation of 
riparian areas, etc
Crop insurance (drought, hail), 
access to finance to support 
adaptation, carbon insetting, etc
Irrigation, novel varieties, novel soil 
management, etc
On-farm diversification (e.g. new 
crops for subsistence or commercial 
use), different processing methods, 
etc
Developing new value chains for 
new cash crop systems, etc
Switch to Robusta or 
other crops, etc
Moving away from coffee farming, 




Incremental Change Systemic Change Transformative Change
BUT WHICH PRACTICES, STRATEGIES, 
& ENABLERS? 














• Appetite for risk 
• Reliance on coffee
RESEARCH:
What do we already know about which CSA 
practices and strategies are working? What 
research is in progress?

By 2050, need to double world production, but suitable land will decline by 
half.
Demand is rising. Climate change is putting unprecedented pressure on 
farmers and the landscape—while globalization gives coffee farmers other 







Using advances in agricultural science, it is possible to dramatically improve 
coffee yields, coffee quality, climate resilience, and farmer livelihoods.
For example, new F1 hybrid varieties 
have shown:
Tolerant to diseases and pests
22-46% yield increases
Capable of scoring 90+
Climate resilient
More profit per hectare
It’s not enough
To create new varieties
The best variety in the world doesn’t help the 
farmer…
• if it’s not tested in local conditions
• if he or she doesn’t know about it
• if it isn’t a good plant
• if he or she isn’t convinced of its value, 
and can’t get a loan to renovate their farm
The best variety in the world doesn’t do a farmer 




The best variety in the world doesn’t do a farmer 
any good if he or she doesn’t know about it.
First-ever global coffee variety catalog
Online, free, open-source




The best variety in the world doesn’t help 
the farmer if it isn’t a good plant.
We train and certify nurseries to ensure they 
are producing genetically pure and healthy 
plants.
WCR Verified
The first global standard to 
certify that coffee seed 
producers and plant 
nurseries are producing 
healthy and genetically pure 
plants. 
Absolutely. Farmers deserve to be able to trust 
that they are buying 
• Plants that are healthy
• Plants that are genetically correct (the “true” 
variety)
The best variety in the world doesn’t 
help the farmer if she or he isn’t 
convinced of its value, and can’t get 
a loan to renovate their farm.
Global Coffee Monitoring Program
Test in farmer fields
Each trial plot is located directly in farmer fields
Producers see and feel the impact of using improved 
varieties and agronomic practices.
The Global Coffee Monitoring Program (GCMP) is a network of hundreds of On-Farm 
Technology Trials (OFTTs)…
Farmer’s most important assets: 
• plants 
• soils
But often, varieties are outdated and soils are depleted.  
Sooner or later this leads to a downward production spiral.
• Consequence… coffee unattractive. Farmers eventually 
leave coffee farming altogether. 
• Adoption of improved varieties and agricultural
practices can substantively increase a farm’s 
profitability, keeping farmers in coffee.  
Focus on varieties and realistic, profitable CLIMATE 
SMART practices
Design of an On-Farm Technology Trial
Trial Size: 1000m² -- 5000m²
Coffee Varieties for OFTTs
• Considerations -- altitude, yield, pest and 
disease tolerance, cup quality and availability
• Control varieties 
– typically or currently used in farms
• Variety A (national varieties)
– selected from the most promising, best 
performing national varieties 
• Variety B (regional varieties)
– the best performing and most promising 
in the region (i.e., Batian in East Africa)
Examples of Climate Smart  
Agronomic Treatments 
• Appropriate for the type of 
farm 
• address limitations
• Farmers are interested in 
testing 











• Basic farm characteristics
• GPS location
• Socioeconomic data
• Soil analysis and pH
• Daily Temperature and Rainfall
• Field Operations (labor, inputs, 
costs)
• Early vegetative growth 
• Pest and disease 
• Yield  (output)
• Bean and Cup quality
2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 Total
El Salvador 3 3 14 10 30
Guatemala 7 15 10 10 42
Costa Rica 3 13 5 21
Nicaragua 5 19 15 15 10 64
Honduras 20 15 15 10 60
Panama 10 10
Mexico 5 15 20 20 60
Jamaica 3 7 10




Peru 14 15 20 15 64
Colombia 10 10 10 30
Brazil 10 10 10 10 40
Rwanda 25 15 15 10 65
Uganda 19 20 15 15 69
DRC 15 15 15 15 60
Burundi 10 10 10 30
Kenya 10 10 10 30
Ethiopia 20 20 20 20 80
Zambia 6 6
Malawi 5 5 5 5 20
Zimbabwe 10 10 20
India 10 15 15 15 55
Indonesia 10 15 15 20 60
Laos 5 10 5 20
China 20 20 20 20 80
Philippines 15 15 10 10 50
Vietnam 5 15 20 20 15 75
Total New OFTTs 3 18 180 251 303 260 135 35 1185
Estimated
number of new 
Arabica OFTTs
per Country and 
Year
• Robusta OFTTs 
starting in 2020




What tools can we use to design and implement a 
CSA at the farm level? 
How can you select the CSA practices, strategies 
and enablers appropriate for your context?
45




The initiative for coffee&climate
46
Understand which practices and strategies work in which contexts. (c&c case studies)
Share that information publicly. (c&c toolbox)
Help producers and producer organizations to select appropriate practices and strategies 
and implement. (c&c approach)
We’ve been working to…

48
Root development: width and length
Temperature of the soil








Case Studies: measurement indicators & equipment
49
50
Case Study 1: 
Practice in C. America
Demoplot Location: Sensentí, Ocotepeque, Honduras
Altitude (m.a.s.l.): 900
Age of the plant: 4 years (est. Sept 2012)
Climate hazard: High temperature and drought 
Impacts: Poor root and foliage development, poor fruit 
filling, flower abortion, dead plants
CSA practices: 
- Cover crop (Brachiaria) 













Control 1.3 1.0 5.4 Estándar/78 704
Brachiaria
Ruziziensis




1.7 1.3 16.5 HB (Duro)/80 2,295
Avg soil temp with cover cropsAvg soil temp w/o cover crops
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Case Study 2: 
Practice in Vietnam
Water-saving irrigation technique in the 
Central Highlands
No cost to implement, saves $$ on 
water and fuel
Trialed with 17 farmers and 3 
agronomists, scaled with 900+ farmers
All farmers reduced water use by 30%
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Case Study 3: 
Strategy in Tanzania
Conservation agriculture on maize production 
within coffee farming systems in Mbeya
Trialed with 200 farmers
Results:
• Maintained soil structure by preventing 
erosion 
• Increased yields 25%-100% in first season 
• Diversified farmer income, reducing risk of 
crop failure & ensuring food security 
• Spillover of soil conservation practices from 
coffee e.g. mulching 
• Reduced loss of top-soil leads to a long-
term perspective for cultivation
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Case Study 4: 
Enabler in Brazil
Weather data collection in 4 communities of Sao 
Francisco de Paula
4 producers measure daily rainfall & temperature 
(max. and min.) + weather datasheets (collected 
monthly and entered into database by 
technicians). 
Results:
- Improved knowledge of local climate & 
effects on the coffee system
- Development of community-based weather 
experts
- Technicians compare local data collected 
with historical weather station data
55








Impact on coffee 
production





45% of area potentially suitable 
under current conditions may 
become unsuitable even with 
adaptation
20% will require substantial 
adaptation to improve resilience
35% will only require incremental 
adaptation to improve resilience  
How do we develop a climate adaptation plan?
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• Intro to CC 




• Farmer diagnostic 
• Focus group discussions
• Climate witness workshops
• Scientific information
• Collection of adaptation 
options
• Framework for prioritization
• Plan for implementation
• Development of indicators
• Farmer Field Schools
• On-farm trials (incl OFTTs) 
• Demonstration plots
• Data collection 
• Cost/benefit analysis
• Measurement of adaptive 
capacity, resilience
• Participatory evaluation 
























How long will 
this practice or 
strategy take to 
yield results?
Urgency
How urgent is 
the climate 
threat to which 
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Planting early shade trees
Collecting climate data
Tanzania
Source: Farmer field book data 2013 and 2014




We lead a 













































your team and 
producers
~1 month


















Proof of concept: Evidence-based results (case studies, demo and validation plots)
Scaleable model: ToT curriculum, workshop formats, can integrate with existing 
extension message
Open source: Knowledge hub and regional knowledge management mean you continue to 
benefit from latest findings
Why consider this approach within your supply chain?
2. How is climate 
change affecting 
my supply chain?
3. How can I 
manage the 
effects climate 
change is having 
on my supply 
chain?
6. How can I 
convince my 
company and 
others to invest in 
CSA?
4. How can I scale 
up CSA?
5. How do I know 
if my investment in 
CSA is working?
7. How can 
collaboration 




and the coffee 
sector
Learn about innovative ways to “de-risk” CSA for the farmer and the 
private sector, and the potential for financing approaches to CSA.
WHERE WE’RE HEADED
RESOURCES
• Coffee&climate toolbox, with Sourcebook and case studies: 
toolbox.coffeeandclimate.org
• WCR Website: worldcoffeeresearch.org
Interactive Variety Catalog: varieties.worldcoffeeresearch.org
• Paper on Agro-ecological Zones for Arabica 
Coffee: https://worldcoffeeresearch.org/work/agro-ecological-zones-arabica-
coffee/







Hanns R. Neumann Stiftung
katherine.selengia@hrnstiftung.org
Contact Details
Next Modules Duration: 75 minutes per moduleTime: 3pm CEST | 9am EDT | 6am PDT
Understanding climate change
How is climate change affecting
my supply chain?
How can I scale up CSA?
How do I know my 
investment in CSA is working?
How can I convince my company and 
others to invest in CSA?
How can I manage the effects climate 
change is having on my supply chain?
How can collaboration work? 
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International Institute of Tropical Agriculture (IITA)




Hanns R. Neumann Stiftung
Moderators
• Challenges of scaling climate smart 
agriculture
• Solutions
• Questions and Answers
Let’s discuss today
By using 
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2. How is climate 
change affecting 
my supply chain?
3. How can I 
manage the 
effects climate 
change is having 
on my supply 
chain?
6. How can I 
convince my 
company and 
others to invest in 
CSA?
4. How can I scale 
up CSA?
5. How do I know 
if my investment in 
CSA is working?
7. How can 
collaboration 




and the coffee 
sector
Learn about the tools, training materials and research that support the 
implementation of climate smart agriculture at the farm level.
WHERE WE’RE AT
CHALLENGES: 
If climate is already affecting coffee, why isn’t 
climate-smart agriculture more widely adopted?
How can I help scale climate-smart agriculture 
within my supply chain?
How can I scale up climate-smart agriculture, particularly at the 
base of my supply chain? 
• Understand challenges in achieving scaled adoption of climate-
smart agriculture, particularly at the farm level
• Learn about a training strategy (“stepwise investment pathways”) to 
promote higher adoption of climate-smart practices among 
smallholder farmers
• Learn about pathways to finance adoption of climate-smart 
practices, with a focus on finance to/from local businesses 
purchasing coffee from smallholder farmers
LEARNING OBJECTIVES
How can I scale up climate-smart agriculture, particularly at the 
base of my supply chain? 
• Go small before you go big.
• Consider multiple scaling pathways.
• Look for opportunities to leverage existing technical assistance and 













Changes expected by 2050
How am I going to pay the 
next school fees???
Stepwise
Although farmers are often 
trained in best practice, they 
cannot afford best practice
There is a lot of “mal-investments”
Stepwise pathways are:
- Developed participatory, 
using expert knowledge
- Site specific
- Tested in the field using 
trials







(4-10YEARS)ARABICA COFFEEIN GREATERRW ENZORIREGION
FIGURE 14: CLIMATESMARTINVESTMENTPATH W AYFORMANAGEMENTOFABAN-
DONED(>10YEARS)ARABICA COFFEEIN GREATERRW ENZORIREGION
Thepresentstakeholders acknowledgedthatcoffeefarmers werenotimplementingall
CSA practicesbecausefarmers lacksuffici ent fundsfortheinvestments.However,theyap-
FinalreportIITA andGLCcollaboration 24
Step 1 Step 2
Step 3 Step 4
We already see big 
differences in trials
Learning sites In partnership with







Different climate-smart investments will require different types of 
capital.
Small-to-medium-sized 
enterprises can be a 
vehicle for funding 
climate-smart agriculture 
at scale.





• Financial institutions →
enterprises
• Buyers → enterprises
Scaling climate-smart agriculture through enterprise investments in farmers:
Technical assistance
Demonstration plots to 





Scaling climate-smart agriculture through enterprise investments in farmers:
Technical assistance
Scaling climate-smart agriculture through enterprise investments in farmers:
Inputs
Scaling climate-smart agriculture through enterprise investments in farmers:
Microcredit for renovation and rehabilitation
For details, refer to:
“Renovation & 
Rehabilitation for Resilience 
Coffee Farms: A Guidebook 
for Roasters, Traders, and 
Supply Chain Partners”
Scaling climate-smart agriculture through credit for enterprises:
Loans for climate-smart equipment or infrastructure
Scaling climate-smart agriculture through investments in enterprises:
Pricing incentives from buyers
How can I scale up climate-smart agriculture, particularly at the 
base of my supply chain? 
• Go small before you go big.
• Consider multiple scaling pathways.
• Look for opportunities to leverage existing technical assistance and 
finance pathways to achieve scale.
KEY THEMES
2. How is climate 
change affecting 
my supply chain?
3. How can I 
manage the 
effects climate 
change is having 
on my supply 
chain?
6. How can I 
convince my 
company and 
others to invest in 
CSA?
4. How can I scale 
up CSA?
5. How do I know 
if my investment in 
CSA is working?
7. How can 
collaboration 




and the coffee 
sector
Learn about innovative ways to “de-risk” CSA for the farmer and the 
private sector, and the potential for financing approaches to CSA.
WHERE WE’RE HEADED
RESOURCES
• Coffee&climate toolbox, with Sourcebook and case studies: 
toolbox.coffeeandclimate.org
• “Taking life step-by-step: incrementally adopting climate-smart agricultural 
practices,” Onno Giller (IITA), CCAFS website
• “Renovation & Rehabilitation for Resilience Coffee Farms: A Guidebook for 
Roasters, Traders, and Supply Chain Partners,” Dalberg Advisors, with 
support from USAID’s Bureau for Food Security, on behalf of the 
Sustainable Coffee Challenge
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eteague@rootcapital.org
Module 4: How can I scale up Climate Smart Agriculture?
Laurence Jassogne
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How can I scale up CSA?
Next Modules Duration: 75 minutes per moduleTime: 3pm CEST | 9am EDT | 6am PDT
Understanding climate change
How is climate change affecting
my supply chain?
How do I know my 
investment in CSA is working?
How can I convince my company and 
others to invest in CSA?
How can I manage the effects climate 
change is having on my supply chain?
How can collaboration work? 
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Direct outreach in 






2. How is climate 
change affecting 
my supply chain?
3. How can I 
manage the 
effects climate 
change is having 
on my supply 
chain?
6. How can I 
convince my 
company and 
others to invest in 
CSA?
4. How can I scale 
up CSA?
5. How do I know 
if my investment in 
CSA is working?
7. How can 
collaboration 




and the coffee 
sector
Get to know climate resilience indicators and monitoring & evaluation tools for CSA 
and understand how they can be used to monitor supply chain risk and resilience 
building.
WHERE WE’RE AT
Assessing Climate Resilience in Smallholder 
Supply Chains
To read the full Guide, visit: https://sustainablefoodlab.org/5612-2/
5 Steps to Measuring Smallholder Resilience  























Step 3: Know your resilience in the face of 
climate risk
Step 4-5: Know how to build resilience and know your 
progress
Designing interventions with monitoring in 
mind makes for more effective monitoring 
and more successful interventions







Capacity Capital Core Element Indicator Description
Transformative Physical Basic Services Access to ICT









Availability of support in case 





Number of other crops or 
animal products produced for 
sale or consumption
Adaptive Financial Savings Savings tools
Types of household 
savings tools (cash, group, 
bank)
Adaptive Natural Conservation Erosion
Severity and prevalence of 
observed erosion on farm (in 
relation to slope)
Adaptive Natural Tree Density Forestation
Number and types of trees 
planted or removed and 



































% HH with credit
% HH with new coffee
varieties







- Changes in resilience over time




































Objective: Practical tools for managing resilience
Pragmatic
1




No barriers to use
Simple
3
Easier shared learning 
to be scaleable
Let’s collaborate! the COSA team
Vulnerabilt
y
CLIMATE VULNERABILITY TOOL FOR COFFEE
ON-FARM CLIMATE VULNERABILITY TOOL
• Assesses on-farm (agronomic) vulnerability according to:
Exposure (climate risks)
Sensitivity (on-farm conditions)
Adaptive Capacity (agronomic practices and economic characteristics)
• Survey questions are designed specifically to measure relevant conditions 
for coffee production. Currently, questions are tailored to the Trifinio region 
of Guatemala and Honduras where the tool has been developed. 
• Available in SurveyCTO for data collection with smartphones
SURVEY COMPONENTS
• Farmer characterization 
• Farm administration
• Technical assistance and networks
• Climate and extreme events
• Pest & Diseases
• Soil management
• Crop management
• Forest & Water








• Determine the climate events that farmers perceive are affecting them most
• Understand the climate impacts generated by the climate events
• Identify practices that farmers are adopting (or not)
• Evaluate results at farm, farmer organization, altitude, community or municipality
• Private sector is able to understand climate risks in their sourcing regions
RESULTS
c&c piloting in two coops of Honduras
OPPORTUNITIES
• Pilot the tool in your location in partnership with the ARC project
• Understand climate vulnerability in coffee production better
• Aggregate data to better understand how farmers are being affected by climate and how they 






Why Common indicators 
• Guide on  choice of areas to measure
• Help in common message of  the change we are 
making towards sustainability




1. Four indicators are the first Common Indicators to pilot:
(i) Sustainable purchases- EC5, 
(ii) Yield- EC2, 
(iii) Wages- SO2, 
(iv) Water use- EN3.
1. Only Sustainable purchases is piloted by all for 2018, the other three are voluntary and will be 
worked on in innovative ways with interested members, also to test the reporting tool. Deforestation 
will be innovatively looked at in collaboration with Global Forest watch
2. Information about all 15 high-level aspirational Common Indicators will be shared within 
membership and sector for orientation and further consultation. The application of the further 
indicators (beyond the above four) has no fixed time period. Their composition might change as a 
result from pilot projects.
.
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A NEW WAY OF THINKING
Farm
© CONSERVATION INTERNATIONAL/PHOTO BY BAMBI SEMROC
Landscape
ASSESSING LANDSCAPES | 38
Raina Lang
• Natural ecosystems and resources are 
conserved or restored 
• Agricultural systems are economically viable 
and resilient to climate change 
• Rural livelihoods and well-being of all social 
groups are improved
• Local decision-making processes are 
inclusive and equitable
IN A SUSTAINABLE 
LANDSCAPE
© Adrián Portugal
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FARM PRACTICES
On-farm deforestation
On-farm tree planting /reforestation
Shade + shade management
Erosion control + riparian buffers
© HACIENDA SONORA - COFFEE FARM/FLICKR CREATIVE COMMONS
LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT
Forest cover + connectivity
Freshwater quality + flowsx
ASSESSING LANDSCAPES | 40
RAINA LANG
LANDSCAPE ASSESSMENT FRAMEWORK
A tool to evaluate and monitor the status and 
trends in key indicators that collectively 
characterize landscape sustainability, and 
disseminate the results through a series of 
graphs, charts, statistics, and maps 
ASSESSING LANDSCAPES | 41
STEPS
- A desk review of existing data
- The creation of an online dashboard to present 
initial findings
- A field visit to the landscape, which includes 
interviews with local actors as well as ground 
truthing of satellite images
- An analysis of the landscape and production 
presented in a summary card. 
Raina Lang
© Conservation International/Bambi Semroc
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OCOTEPEQUE, HONDURAS
• Mountainous region in western Honduras 
with approximately 150,000 residents. 
• Relatively dense forest cover
• Continued deforestation due to agricultural 
expansion and urbanization. 
• Agriculture, esp. coffee, is the primary 
economic activity. 
• Part of the Trifinio Biosphere Reserve, which 
spans portions of Honduras, Guatemala, 
and El Salvador.
Raina Lang
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OCOTEPEQUE RESULTS
LAND USE CHANGE FOREST COVER + 
BIODIVERSITY
PRODUCTION HUMAN WELL-BEING
ASSESSING LANDSCAPES | 44
FOREST LOSS
In Ocotepeque, 57% of land that was previously deforested now has coffee growing on it.
ASSESSING LANDSCAPES | 45
SECTION 1
IDENTIFIED NEEDS
• More efficient cook stove program to reduce 
dependency on firewood
• Reforestation of areas above 1800masl and within 
50 m of rivers to improve compliance with forest 
policies
• Fire control to avoid forest and coffee losses
• Potential for youth-targeted programs to sustain 
coffee production
• Promote farm renovation to optimize productivity 
and reduce climate vulnerability
• Technology to streamline data collection
• Promote crop diversification to reduce vulnerability
Niel Palmer
Questions & Answers
Climate Risk Analysis CSA Implementation Testing & Research
• Country Risk Profiles
• Landscape Assessments





• Stepwise Investment 
Pathways
• On-Farm Technology Trials
• Farmer Segmentation 
Analysis
HOW TO WORK WITH ARC:
KNOW WHAT YOU WANT?
• A la carte: Apply one or more tools within your supply chain(s). 
– We’ll do the heavy lifting.
• Combo platter: Incorporate one or more tools into your own 
sustainability approach (in one or more locales). 
– We’ll work side by side with you, to make sure our tools fit in 
seamlessly with your existing work. 
• The whole enchilada: Develop a full project with us, from start to 
finish.
HOW TO WORK WITH ARC:
NOT SURE WHAT YOU WANT?
• Help us expand our reach 
within Honduras, Guatemala 
and Uganda with more farmers 
and more CSA activities
• Choose your own farmer 
organization(s) and locations 
for us to launch CSA activities
GCP and ARC are aligned on this approach
As lead organization of ARC, HRNS will coordinate on behalf of the 
consortium. 
Contact Kate Selengia (katherine.Selengia@hrnstiftung.org) to get the 
conversation started. 
How do I know my 
investment in CSA is working?
How can I scale up CSA?
Next Modules Duration: 75 minutes per moduleTime: 3pm CEST | 9am EDT | 6am PDT
Understanding climate change
How is climate change affecting
my supply chain?
How can I convince my company and 
others to invest in CSA?
How can I manage the effects climate 
change is having on my supply chain?
How can collaboration work? 
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Climate-proof    your 
supply chain
Module 6: 
How can I convince my 
company and others to work 
on CSA?
25. October 2018
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Coffee Plantations – Vice President
Olam International
• How to align climate risk to core business 
to design and get buy-in to an integrated 
climate strategy
• Tools to use: cost of inaction, exposure 
mapping, and CSA practices, strategies and 
enablers
• How do other companies encourage 
investment in CSA:
• Counter Culture Coffee
• Cooperative Coffees
• Olam International, Ltd. 
Let’s discuss today
By using 
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Opportunities in Honduras and Uganda
v v




Direct outreach in 






Resilient coffee, reforestation, 
water conservation, 
waste water management 
Western Honduras
Adapted from Sadler, M. 2015. The Role of Resilient Supply Chains in the Face of Climate Change
Challenge
Sector actors need to build systems that meet increasing demand while remaining 
profitable and sustainable in the face of climate change. Long-term investments 
needed for adaptation do not always align well with business models and funding 
cycles, especially when prices/margins are low
Climate Smart Agriculture
1. Productivity: increasing volume produced 
2. Adaptation: Enhancing resilience of producers and supply chains
3. Mitigation: Reducing Emissions
ADAPTATION: Climate change impacts coffee producers in both 


















I hope you're enjoying your holiday.
ADAPTATION: Climate change impacts coffee companies in the 
short and long-term
Bunn, C., Läderach, P., Ovalle Rivera, O. et al. Climatic Change (2015) 129: 89. 
https://doi.org/10.1007/s10584-014-1306-x








How do you pitch a 
strategy that would 











Connect climate change with the bottom line of coffee business
How are other food and beverage companies 
looking at investing in climate change adaptation?
From 2016-2017 interviews conducted by Sustainable Food Lab
Shifting sourcing regions 
is a current strategy to 
mitigate risk, but in the 
future, there will be fewer 
places to which one can 
shift.
Ellen Silva, General Mills
The challenge 
Carbon is at the heart of 
livelihoods. When soil is 
depleted, when there is erosion 
and deforestation, the result is 
poverty. If we develop 
sustainable farming 
practices…we can have a double 
impact on poverty reduction and 
the climate. 
Bernard Giraud, Groupe Danone
The potential payoff
Duncan Pollard, Nestle
The need for 
collaboration
The point is to get to a 
critical mass of activity 
to move the needle on 
challenges you can’t 
solve by yourself.
More CEOs understand the 
topic, and that the cost of 
inaction is higher than the 
cost of action.  As a result, 
the industry is galvanizing 




Understand the Cost of Inaction
Action differs depending on:
• Supply chain role
• Climate risk
• Coffee segment
General Drivers for Sustainability and CSR investments


















Understand the company drivers
Entry points vary for different companies
WATER
RISK







Decide on your entry point to start the 
conversation on climate risk and resilience
Quality 
What role does your company play? 
1. Direct Service Providers: Providing in-depth, holistic direct farmer services.
What are the most serious weather related challenges farmers face and what are the
corresponding climate smart practices to promote resilience? How do you get farmers to adopt
these practices?
2. Collaborators: Sharing the burden of service provision via collaboration.
How to leverage resources to provide knowledge and support to build climate resilience
strategies?
3. Catalysts: Sparking action in the sector at a high level with a light touch on-the-ground.
What are the major climate risks that farmers face in the long-term and what are the enablers
needed to build resilience? How do we get the information and resources to farmers/service
providers across geographies?




es implemented on-farm to adapt to current climate variability (and to 






es implemented on- and off-farm, within the producer organization, 
community or supply chain, that 




rs supported by actors on- and off-
farm to establish the conditions 
needed to implement CSA 







• Choosing resilient 
varieties




• Weather stations 
• Innovations in payment 
terms to promote CSA 
Climate adaptation concerns the entire value chain
Understand how your company is best suited to build resilience
Understand the climate risk faced in your company’s supply chain(s)
Incremental adaptation where climate 
is most likely to remain suitable and adaption 
will be achieved by a change of practices and 
ideally improved strategies and enablers
Transformational adaptation 
where climate is likely to make coffee 
production unfeasible, will require a focus on 
strategic change and adequate enablers as 
practices alone may be uneconomical
Systemic adaptation where climate is 
most likely to remain suitable but with 
substantial stress through comprehensive 
change of practices accompanied by changes of 
strategy and adequate enablers 
Understand how climate risk informs the level of adaption needed
SYSTEMIC CHANGE
CSA adapted extension services, 
low-water processing, access to 
adapted germplasm, product 
diversification
Adapted germplasm (WCR), 
weather stations information, 
knowledge management, crop 
insurance (drought, hail), access 
to finance to support adaptation
Good governance, transparent 




voluntary certifications),  
carbon insetting, volume 
incentives
Access to adapted germplasm 
(WCR), information, knowledge 
management, crop insurance 
(drought, hail), access to 
finance to support adaptation
Good governance, transparent 







Earmarks for WCR, 
information & knowledge 
management, transparent 
trade & payment 
processes, carbon insetting
Traceability, transparent 
pricing & payment 
mechanisms
Irrigation, novel varieties, novel 
soil management
On-farm diversification (e.g. 
new crops for subsistence or 
commercial use), different 
processing methods
Crop insurance (drought, hail), 
access to finance to support 
adaptation




Understand how the coffee segment affects strategy design
Meredith Taylor, 
Counter Culture Coffee
Monika Firl, Coop 
Coffees
Piet van Asten, Olam 
International
How three companies 
approach investment in 
climate-smart agriculture 
• Counter Culture drivers for 
CSA investment: Quality and 
Protection of long-term 
supply 
• Quality investment strategy: 
Reduce farmer risk 
• Sustainability investment strategy: Farmer-identified interventions
• Goal: Build price of CSA practices into price for coffee 
• Challenges:
– How much does it cost to do x practice?
– How do you know x practice is being done? 
– Price traceability 
– Measuring ROI when the goal is avoided loss 
… a green coffee importing cooperative, committed to building 
and supporting "Fair and Direct" trade relationships that  benefit 
small-scale farmer families, their communities and exporting 
organizations. 
Monika Firl, Director of Sustainability
§ Of the 25 million coffee 
farmers/workers around 
the world, the vast majority 
are smallholders and 
depend almost entirely on 
coffee for their livelihood. 
§ Recent industry research 
predicts, some 50 % of 
current coffee regions 
would no longer be 
suitable for production by 
the year 2050, due to 
climate change. 
2013 - 2014
Jan to March: devastation seen during staff and roaster travels, and reports back from 
producers;   June to July: BoD proposal and vote agreeing to set a .05/lb “Roya Premium”-
raised  nearly $45K in 6 mos;  Aug to March: funds support 10 projects based on proposals 
submitted by producers.
2014 – 2017  with Root Capital / Progreso Match Fund
CC invests $300,000 leveraged to some $635,000 supporting 11 producer cooperatives in five 
countries – with projects such as: field renovation, learning and exchange around improved and 
regenerative organic practices, and hiring organically trained and orientated agronomists to 
strengthen  producer coops’ technical teams.
2017 – 2020
The “Carbon, Climate and Coffee Initiative” is becoming an important part of our 
collective identity. Generating a producer support fund through a .03/lb “Carbon Tax” on 
all imports, allows us to invest in ecological solutions to climate challenges, and is an 
example of genuine commitment take responsibility for our carbon footprint, while  
supporting local communities – both at home and abroad.
For more information, 
please visit:
www.coopcoffees.coop
• Train farmers through our own field teams 
• Provide some knowledge/inputs/credit - go digital
• Provide access to knowledge through our LBAs
• Through R&D in our own coffee plantations & upstream
• Leverage partnerships (CCAFS, SFL, Univ, NGOs)
How does Olam invest in CSA?
• Olam visibility as leader sustainability
• Leadership vision – because it’s the right thing
• Customer demand – stickiness and premiums
• Shareholders – create long term value
• Improving stakeholder relations in sourcing area – ‘license’
• Co-funding opportunities to access knowledge/services
Why do Olam teams invest in CSA?
Resources 
• Climate-Smart Coffee in Honduras - country brief 
https://cgspace.cgiar.org/handle/10568/97530
• The economic case for climate action in West-African cocoa production - Cost of Inaction Ghana
https://cgspace.cgiar.org/handle/10568/97167
• Impact of climate change on coffee in Central America
https://cgspace.cgiar.org/handle/10568/93348
• A Bitter Cup: climate change profile of global production of Arabica and Robusta coffee
https://cgspace.cgiar.org/handle/10568/53031
Sadler, M. 2015. The Role of Resilient Supply Chains in the Face of Climate Change
INCREMENTAL CHANGE 
Organic matter management 
within the farm, conservation of 
riparian areas
FARMER PRODUCER ORGANIZATION TRADER ROASTER
CSA adapted extension services, 
improved processing & post 
harvest, access to adapted 
germplasm
Quality differentials, cupping labs, 
CSA credit (R&R), access to 
adapted germplasm (WCR), 




Price differentials, access to 







differentials, earmarks for 
WCR, information & 
knowledge management, 
transparent trade & 
payment processes
CSA extension, weather stations 
for better forecasting, carbon 





Good governance, transparent 
pricing & payment mechanisms, 
extension & credit
Good governance, transparent 
pricing & payment mechanisms
Traceability, transparent 
pricing & payment 
mechanisms
Cover crops, fertilizers, 
GAP 
TRANSFORMATIVE CHANGE
Switch to robusta, better 
adapted non-coffee crops
Diversify livelihood strategies 
away from farming or out of 
farming entirely
Identify new crop options, provide 
access to technologies and 
training,  build new commercial 
relationships
Market information, 
commercial contacts with non-
coffee buyers, access to 
adapted production 
technologies, credit and crop 
insurance
Good governance, transparent 
pricing & payment 
mechanisms, extension & 
credit for non-coffee crops
Identify new commercially 
viable crops to replace coffee
Market information, 
commercial contacts with non-
coffee buyers
Good governance, transparent 
pricing & payment 




Information on other viable 
coffee regions for quantity 
and quality requirements
Traceability, transparent 
pricing & payment 
mechanisms for declining / 
disappearing coffee 
production
Developing new value 
chains for new cash crop 
systems





How can I convince my company and others to 
invest in CSA?
How do I know my 
investment in CSA is working?
How can I scale up CSA?
Next Modules Duration: 75 minutes per moduleTime: 3pm CEST | 9am EDT | 6am PDT
Understanding climate change
How is climate change affecting
my supply chain?
How can I manage the effects climate 
change is having on my supply chain?
How can collaboration work? 
















CSA Learning SeriesLink to
Risk Profiles
Tools
Collaboration
Scale
Monitoring
Business Case
Kealy Sloan
Sustainable Food Lab
ksloan@sustainablefood.org
Caroline Glowka
Global Coffee Platform
glowka@globalcoffeeplatform.org
CSA Learning Series
